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Power Plug in Orbit: this is a spacecraft that collects solar energy and distributes it to 
users in space using directed radio frequency or optical energy. Our concept uses 
solar arrays having the same dimensions as ISS arrays, but are assumed to be more 
efficient. If radiofrequency wavelengths are used, it will necessitate that the receiving 
satellite be equipped with a rectifying antenna (rectenna). For optical wavelengths, 
the solar arrays on the receiving satellite will collect the power. 
Mars Clipper I’ Power Explorer: this is a solar electric Mars transfer vehicle to support 
human missions. A near-term precursor could be a high-power radar mapping 
spacecraft with self-transport capability. Advanced solar electric power systems and 
electric propulsion technology constitute viable elements for conducting human Mars 
missions that are roughly comparable in performance to similar missions utilizing 
alternative high thrust systems, with the one exception being their inability to achieve 
short Earth-Mars trip times. 
Alternative Architectures: this task involves investigatkg alternatives to the 
traditional solar power satellite (SPS) to supply commercial power from space for use 
on Earth. Four concepts were studied: two using photovoltaic power generation, and 
two using solar dynamic power generation, with microwave and laser power 
transmission alternatives considered for each. All four architectures use 
geostationary orbit. 
Cryogenic Propellant Depot in Earth Orbit: this concept uses large solar arrays 
(producing perhaps 600 kW) to electrolyze water launched fiom Earth, liquefy the 
resulting hydrogen and oxygen gases, and store them until needed by spacecraft. 
Beam-Powered Lunar Polar Rover: a lunar rover powered by a microwave or laser 
beam can explore permanently shadowed craters near the lunar poles to search for 
water ice and other frozen volatiles. Near such craters are mountain peaks and 
highlands that are in near permanent sunlight. Power can be beamed fiom a collector 
on a sunlit mountain or crater rim to a rover inside a crater. 
Near-term applications of space solar power technology can therefore pave the way 
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